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after assembling the litter-robot, youll plug it into an outlet and download the litter-robot app. the app is free, and you can use it to control the litter-robot with your smartphone. but if you want to use the app to launch the robot and program it with your cats schedule, youll need to purchase a subscription. the app also includes a viewfinder so you
can see what areas of the litter-robots viewfinder are activated, and you can choose to customize the litter-robot so it adjusts its cleaning schedule based on your kitty-care routines and its favorite tricks or habits, such as where it wets the litter box. the app also provides information on the life of the litter-robot, such as its battery life, cleaning
cycles, cleaning details, and the petsafe cleanmate scooping technology that keeps the litter-robot well-scrubbed. if your kitties toilet habits are similar to our test cats, it might be time to replace your litter boxes with this robot litter box. the litter-robot can remove a volume of waste equivalent to six 45-pound bags of cat litter, far more than other
automated litter boxes or scoopy-rs. the litter-robot is great for heavy- and medium-duty litter boxes. the canister fits into the bottom, and a pan-like scoop rotates up and out through the top to catch the scooped-out litter. litter-robot also works great in the smaller bowls, such as the k9 litter mates, and the model f litter boxes. the litter-robot is
intended for heavy- or medium-duty litter boxes; it doesnt work as well in scoop-and-dispose containers, because the container is too small to support the scoop.
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